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 1. Which ________ was your favorite at the museum? stew statue 

 2. We have beef ________ when it Is cold outside. stew statue 

 3. My little brother watches ________ in the morning. cartoons jewel 

 4. The ________ in her crown looks like a diamond. cartoons jewel 

 5. The hikers were _______ after a few days. rescued balloon 

 6. Can they take a ride in that hot-air ________? rescued balloon 

 7. Joann used a ________ to solve the puzzle. knew clue 

 8. The teacher ________ the class was ready to go. knew clue 

 9. They used ________ so the table would be sturdy. groove screws 

10. We made ______ in the path where we had ridden. groove screws 

11. The lawyer ________ the case for his client. argues broom 

12. Using a bigger ________ will make it easier to sweep. argues broom 

13. We went to the library to ________ renew our books.  renew avenue 

14. What is the name of the ________ we want? renew avenue 

15. It was such a ________ day because of the rain. gloomy dew 

Circle the best word to complete the sen-

ew    oo  ue 
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